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WORK WORK 4 mins
REST REST 1 min

TOTAL 20 mins TOTAL 15 mins
SETS/REPS 3 SETS/REPS

WORK WORK
REST REST
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On ball outside, players switch

to be open to field PROGRESSION PROGRESSION
2 touches Require ball to hit the back of the net Limit touches

Uses laces technique - quickly push and strike Change POA to create quick chances possession.
Be ready to score on receiving - try to position body Be ready to shoot when receiving the ball

On change of possession, ball must
COACHING POINTS 2 pts for laces goal COACHING POINTS go outside before back inside

Look for scoring windows Look for early shots if possible If a team scores, they retain

EXPLANATION

40x40 yds

4v4

Penalty area

Teams play 4v4 inside PA with
Teams are not allowed in supporting players outside

oppnents' no-fly zone Each team is trying to score
1 pt for normal goal

ACTIVITY 3 4v4 with no-fly zone ACTIVITY 4 4v4+4+4 penalty area
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION

approach - when flighting ask for angled approach players) Run with the ball, takeovers

using an external focus - with laces, encourage locking PROGRESSION then back to ball when making pass PROGRESSION
of ankles, avoid scooping the ball, relative straight Add targets in goals (bibs tied to net) Use appropriate passing technique (laces for younger Follow your pass

players to take a longer last stride to the ball to Develop both laces and flighted Receivers should be call, check away and back Make into a timed game/competition
increase hip flexor tension - communicate techniques When passing, pick up head on 1st touch to find target

COACHING POINTS help players make corrections COACHING POINTS 2nd ball
Look at position of plant foot relative to ball - ask When receiving, use back foot, push to next target

Small groups of players (2-3) are 
20x20 yds (age 
appropriate)

Starting with 1 ball, players pass the ball 
to each goal - players take turns around the grid, switching back and

striking the ball from steadily increasing forth inside their box
distances - coaches monitor technique, Once players are comfortable, add a

SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION
ACTIVITY 1 4 goal shooting in frame ACTIVITY 2 4 square pass and move

TOTAL SPACE LOAD SESSION DURATION

90 mins

SESSION TIME
1:05-1:20 4v4+4+4 penalty area (scale to 3v3+3+3)

7v7 Week of Sep 9 - 1
1:20-1:30 Pre-game shooting drill to finish

0:35-0:45 4 square pass and move
0:45-1:05 4v4 no-fly (scale to 3v3) - require ball to hit net TEAM DATE

EMPHASIS/THEME 1v1 attacking+defending roles, space and angles

TIME DESCRIPTION
0:00-0:15 Individual touch warmup, dribbling, juggling, agility
0:15-0:35 Shooting progression, start with laces touches, advance to 4 goal


